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Abstract
Distant speech recognition is an important problem which is far
from being solved. Reverberation and noise are in the list of
main problems in this area. The most popular methods of deal-
ing with them are data augmentation and speech enhancement.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach, inspired by modern
methods of speaker adaptation.

First of all, a feed-forward network is trained to classify
room impulse responses (RIRs) from speech recordings. Then
this network is used for extracting embeddings, which we call
R-vectors. These R-vectors are appended to input features
of the acoustic model. Due to the lack of labeled data for
RIRs classification task, we propose a self-supervised method
of training the network, which consists of using artificial audio
generated by room simulator.

Experimental evaluation was conducted on VOiCES19 and
AMI single-channel tasks as well as CHiME5 multi-channel
task. It is shown that the R-vector-adapted ASR systems achieve
up to 14% relative WER reduction. Furthermore, it is addi-
tive with gains from state-of-the-art dereverberation (WPE) and
speaker adaptation (x-vector) techniques.
Index Terms: R-vectors, distant ASR, room acoustics adapta-
tion, VOiCES19 Challenge, CHiME5 challenge, AMI

1. Introduction
The significant progress in automatic speech recognition (ASR)
has been made over recent years. The performance of recog-
nition systems in quiet or telephone conversations conditions
has become comparable with the human level [1, 2]. However,
the problem of distant speech recognition (DSR) corresponds
to significantly more challenging acoustic conditions and is still
far from being solved. This is due to the large variety of room
configurations, types and levels of noises and because of speak-
ers overlapping. Furthermore, it is often not possible to get a
sufficient amount of training data matching testing conditions.

Speech enhancement and data augmentation are two ba-
sic approaches often used to overcome the problems described
above. The speech enhancement methods include beamform-
ing [3], masking [4, 5], robust feature extraction [6, 7], and au-
ditory processing such as on-set enhancement [8, 9]. Speaker
recognition embeddings such as i-vectors and x-vectors are of-
ten used in state-of-the-art systems along with input features.
The dereverberation algorithms are speech enhancement meth-
ods applied in order to reduce the interference effects and to
clean the acoustic signal. As an example, signal processing
based WPE [10] dereverberation algorithm exploits both the

amplitudes and phases of the signal and also takes into ac-
count the acoustical differences between multiple microphone
positions. There are also a lot of deep learning based speech
enhancement methods such as dereverberation with Generative
Adversarial Networks [11] and denoising with wavenet [12].

The data augmentation approaches such as room acoustics
simulation are also extremely useful [13]. They include the
techniques of adding the background noises to the training data,
as well as simulation of sound propagation in the rooms. Such
simulations allow to generate speech utterances in a wide va-
riety of conditions such as rooms sizes, noise levels, reverber-
ation time, target speaker and noise locations, and number of
noise sources. Using the relatively clean single-channel utter-
ances as input, it is possible to produce various simulated noisy
far-field utterances.

In this paper, we propose a novel technique for adaptation to
room acoustics using RIR embeddings, that we call R-vectors.
Adaptation of ASR by speaker embeddings is often used in
state-of-the-art ASR systems. Furthermore, it is proven to be
useful in reverberated conditions [14, 15]. Unlike i-vectors [16]
and x-vectors [17], R-vectors do not use the speaker informa-
tion at all. Moreover, our approach does not require any manual
markup.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion 2, we introduce the method of self-supervised training of
R-vectors and application of this method to speech recogni-
tion. In section 3, we describe experimental setups based on
VOiCES19, AMI and CHiME5 tasks, and demonstrate results
of our evaluation, along with showing its performance in com-
bination with state-of-the-art speaker adaptation (x-vectors) and
speech enhancement (WPE) methods.

Discussion of the results and notes about further research
directions conclude the paper.

2. Training and applying R-vectors
2.1. Overview

We need to get embeddings which contain informative features
for adapting ASR systems to room acoustics. They need to be
computed from variable-length speech segments. We plan to
focus on tasks when training data are recorded on close-talking
microphones (with or without parallel data from distant micro-
phones).

To get the realistic records to train an extractor of embed-
dings, and also to get supervision for it, we plan to use room
simulation. For this room simulation we plan to generate room
impulse responses (RIR) for rooms with random parameters,
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and then apply the result to the records. We plan to use indices
of RIRs generated as supervision for network training. Thus,
we actually train embeddings in a self-supervised manner. For
all the rest, the training process is based on the x-vector training
algorithm [18] and its implementation in Kaldi [19].

2.2. Training set generation

To generate a training set for R-vectors extractor we use the
following algorithm.

• Generate N RIRs with random parameters of simulated
rooms, location, and angle of sound source and micro-
phone.

• Assign randomly M speech utterances for each of N
classes.

• Simulate sound of selected utterances using the corre-
sponding RIR for each of N classes. With this, we add
several different noises to each record, ensuring better
robustness to the noise of the embeddings we get.

• Remove pause segments from every record.

• Remove records shorter than 3 seconds.

• Remove classes with less than 6 utterances.

The last three steps of the algorithm are adopted from the pro-
cedure of x-vectors training in Kaldi. VAD alignment is taken
from the ASR system. Thus, we take the given “clean” speech
corpus and generate an augmented one with potentially big-
ger size (depends on N and M parameters). As a supervi-
sion, we use a class number from 0 to N-1 for each record.
N and M are hyperparameters. We select them from range
N ∈ {30000, 60000}, M ∈ [8, 20].

2.3. Features

As the features, we used 23-dimensional MFCC vectors with
frame length 25ms. Also, we applied Cepstral Mean Normal-
ization (CMN) based on statistics on speech parts of whole ut-
terances. Simple DNN-based VAD decoder was used to skip
pause frames from calculating CMN statistics.

2.4. Extraction of embeddings

The architecture of the extractor network repeats the one pro-
posed in [20]. First 3 layers contain 512 neurons with ReLU
activations and batch normalization. They have time-delay ar-
chitecture [21]: 1st layer splices together input frames {t, t ±
3, t±2; t±1} (having that t is the current time frame); 2nd layer
splices activations of previous layer for times {t, t± 2},3rd for
{t, t ± 3}. Layers 4 and 5 have 512 and 1500 neurons with
ReLU activation and batch normalization without any splicing.
The next layer is a statistics pooling layer. It aggregates over
the first 10k frames of the input segment and computes its mean
and standard deviation as a single output for the whole segment.
It is passed to layers 7 and 8 with dimension 512 and finally to
the softmax output layer.

The DNN is trained to classify the N RIRs in the training
data. The outputs of the 7th layer are used to extract R-vectors.

2.5. Applying R-vectors to ASR

Extracting of R-vectors in test time is pretty straight-forward,
except speech segments detection. In our experiments, we used
an alignment from the first pass of ASR. In production systems,
one may need a separate speech activity detector.

In training and testing phases of ASR systems, extracted R-
vectors can be concatenated to input features for acoustic mod-
eling neural networks [16]. However, for CNN networks, we
need more complex procedure because such embeddings do not
contain spatially contiguous patterns. Thus, following Kaldi
Librispeech recipe, we transformed R-vector into 5 additional
feature maps using an affine layer.

3. Experimental setup and evaluation
results

To thoroughly investigate the impact of the proposed R-
vectors training procedure, we applied it in the following tasks:
VOiCES19 (ASR trained on close-talking data only), AMI
(ASR trained with both close-talking and distant microphones
data), CHiME5 (difficult environment).

3.1. VOiCES19 Task

The Voices Obscured In Complex Environmental Settings
(VOiCES19, [22]) corpus contains a subset of LibriSpeech [23]
records replayed and recorded in rooms of different sizes, each
having distinct room acoustic profiles, with background noise
played concurrently. We conduct our experiments under con-
ditions of Fixed track of “VOiCES from the Distance-2019”
challenge [24]. The main focus of the VOiCES19 challenge is
the development of speaker recognition and ASR technologies
for single channel distant/far-field audio in noisy environments.
The only data source for model training in “Fixed Conditions”
track is an 80-hours subset of the LibriSpeech corpus provided
by the organizers. Hence, the main difficulty of the task is a mis-
match between clean training data and distant, noisy evaluation
data.

We evaluate R-vectors impact on acoustic model architec-
tures: TDNN-F [25] and CNN-TDNN-F, trained with LF-MMI
criterion [26]. Their training procedure was as follows. At first,
the original Kaldi [19] recipe (s5) for Librispeech was applied
to build a GMM model on stacked fMLLR-features [27]. Next,
Kaldi cleanup procedure [28] was applied to existing audio.

For language modeling, we use a 3-gram ARPA model on
top of the lexicon from 30k words with pronunciation probabil-
ities. Both lexicon and language model (LM) were trained as
part of the Kaldi Librispeech recipe.

Then, in order to generate large-scale simulated data, we
applied room acoustics simulator in a way similar to the one
described in [13]. In this way, the amount of data was increased
8 times. After that, a neural network acoustic model was trained
on the simulated data, using 80-dimensional Kaldi log Mel fil-
terbanks (fbank80) with 25ms frame length as features. We
used CNN-TDNN-F architecture (7 layer CNN followed by 9-
layer TDNN-F, trained by LF-MMI criterion), because it out-
performed other architectures in the VOiCES19 challenge [29].
We compared it with the equivalent system with R-vectors,
which were trained and added to the ASR system as discussed
in Section 2. After several experiments, we chose N=30k, M=8,
dimension of embeddings=512. The extractor network was
trained in 6 epochs with 0.008 learning rate.

We also measured the impact of R-vectors in combina-
tion with state-of-the-art dereverberation and speaker adapta-
tion techniques in the context of ASR. As a dereverberation
technique, we used the open-source implementation1 [30] of the
Weighted Prediction Error [10] algorithm. It was applied to test

1https://github.com/fgnt/nara wpe
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set and to simulated data for ASR and R-vector extractor train-
ing (so, ASR results from WPE-transformed audio data were
taken from the retrained neural network on top of embeddings
from the retrained extractor).

As the speaker adaptation technique, we used 512-
dimensional x-vector system on top of WPE-transformed au-
dio data. Results on the development set of the challenge are
reported in Table 1.

Table 1: Evaluation of CNN-TDNN-F acoustic model on the
VOiCES19 development set

Features WER +WPE +WPE+xvec

fbank80 20.57 19.62 17.59
fbank80+Rvec 17.65 16.99 16.47

Relative gain 14% 13.4% 6.37%

We also decided to evaluate the proposed approach on neu-
ral network architecture without CNN. We trained TDNN-F ar-
chitecture with 15 layers with LF-MMI criterion. R-vectors
(same as in Table 1) were added simply by concatenation
to fbank80 features. Experiments were conducted on WPE-
transformed audio. Results are in Table 2.

Table 2: Evaluation of TDNN-F acoustic model on the
VOiCES19 development set

Features WER

fbank80 21.80
fbank80+Rvec 19.91

Relative gain 8.67%

As we can see, both architectures benefit from R-vectors.
Also, as can be seen from Table 1, R-vector technique is
complementary with WPE speech enhancement and x-vector
speaker adaptation.

3.2. AMI Task

Next, we used the AMI corpus [31, 32]. It contains about 100
hours of meetings. The speech is recorded with multiple mi-
crophones, including one individual headset microphone (IHM)
and a uniform microphone circular array. We used the IHM data
and the speech from the first microphone in the array which is
known as the single distant microphone (SDM).

R-vectors were trained on IHM data, augmented with room
simulator. The settings for room simulation and noise addition
were taken from 3.1. We used the following parameters: 30 000
classes, 20 utterances per class, minimal length of 100 frames.
The model with 512-dimensional embedding was trained for 6
epochs with a learning rate of 0.008.

Language model and lexicon for recognition were con-
structed from training data by Kaldi recipe for AMI. State tying
and alignment for training neural acoustic model were obtained
using the same recipe by triphone GMM trained on IHM with
fMLLR-adaptation. TDNN with 40x high-resolution mfcc vec-
tors as input features was used for acoustic modeling, as in the
baseline recipe.

We conducted two experiments. In the first one, we trained
ASR system on close-talking microphone speech augmented
with room simulator, with and without R-vectors (labeled as

mfcc40 and mfcc40+Rvec). This scenario is similar to the one
described in 3.1. In the Table 3 these results are labeled as
IHMrs.

Additionally, we compared this system with the one with
100-dimensional i-vectors (built by the Kaldi recipe for AMI,
labeled as mfcc40+ivec), and the one with both types of embed-
dings (i- and R-vectors were concatenated together and added
to ASR system as described in 2.5, labeled as mfcc40+iRvec)

In the second experiment, we evaluated our system on a
more complex task. Without any changes of R-vectors ex-
tractor, state tying, alignment, and neural network architecture,
we trained the acoustic model on distant microphone speech
(SDM) only. To obtain additional information, we also probed
VAD markup obtained after ASR forced alignment. We sup-
pose this indicates the upper bound, that can be sought for by
VAD improvement.

Table 3: Evaluation of TDNN acoustic model on AMI

Train Features WER,dev/eval ∆WER,rel.%

IHMrs mfcc40 48.7 / 51.9 baseline
mfcc40+Rvec 41.6 / 45.2 -14.6 / -12.9
mfcc40+ivec 41.8 / 46.0 -14.2 / -11.4

mfcc40+iRvec 40.8 / 44.9 -16.2 / -13.5

SDM mfcc40 38.5 / 42.4 baseline
mfcc40+Rvec 37.9 / 41.5 -1.56 / -2.12

SDM mfcc40+Rv̂ad
̂37.1/40.8 ̂−3.64/− 3, 77

When the scenario is similar to VOiCES19, we see signif-
icant improvement again. On the other hand, when training is
done with only the noisy SDM data, the gain is much smaller.
This can be explained by the fact that there are only three rooms,
and positions of the microphones are fixed. So, most of the
testing data RIRs are covered by the training data, hence RIRs
variability will be caused mainly by different positions and di-
rections of speaker. Therefore, there is no significant mismatch
between training and test sets. In this case, an acoustic model
handles these conditions well, that explains small gains from
R-vectors. Nevertheless, there is some improvement in recog-
nition accuracy. Also, it is worth noting the significant increase
obtained from VAD markup built from ASR forced alignment.
Thus, VAD quality is crucial for R-vectors adaptation perfor-
mance.

3.3. CHiME5 Task

To test R-vectors on multi-channel records with noisy data and
often overlapped speech, we used the dataset from the CHiME-
5 challenge [33]. This challenge considered the problem of
distant multi-microphone conversational speech recognition in
everyday home environments. The dataset consists of simulta-
neous recordings from six four-microphone arrays in different
rooms of real homes. Records are taken in 20 different houses
during dinner parties, hence they contain a high level of noise
and overlapping speech. We used standard language model and
lexicon from organizers, and we used a single four-microphone
array for each record, as in ranking A of the single-array track
of the challenge.

R-vectors extractor was trained using single-channel worn
data, with the same room simulator settings and additional
noises as in 3.1. The dataset contained N=60 000 classes ini-
tially. We used 18 records per class with a minimum length
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of 0.3 seconds. The extractor was trained for 6 epochs with a
learning rate of 0.012, using VAD-alignment as in 3.1. After
filtering, the resulting data had 48969 classes.

To build an acoustic model, we trained LF-MMI TDNN
baseline architecture from the organizers of the CHIME5 [33].
The model was trained using binaural recordings (known as
“worn”), which were mixed to one channel as proposed in [34],
and 4-channel recordings (known as “kinect”) converted to
single-channel by the BeamformIt algorithm.

As an additional experiment, we also examined the extrac-
tor trained on the VOiCES19 data. The results on the develop-
ment set are in Table 4

Table 4: Evaluation of LF-MMI TDNN acoustic model on the
CHiME5 development set

Features WER ∆WER,rel.

mfcc40 78.27 -
mfcc40+RCHiME5 76.36 -2.44%

mfcc40+RVOiCES19 76.43 -2.35%

The CHiME5 database, in our opinion, is the most complex
and the closest to real scenarios of all mentioned. The compli-
cating factors are spontaneous speech, speaker overlap by other
speakers and laughter, household noise. Probably, this explains
rather small gains from R-vectors compared to the results shown
on VOiCES19 or AMI IHM recordings. It is interesting that R-
vectors extractor used in 3.1 showed almost identical results as
the one trained on the CHiME5 data.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a new technique of ASR adapta-
tion using R-vectors, trained in a self-supervised manner. This
method is surprisingly easy to implement and apply, and it is
complementary with speaker embeddings adaptation and WPE
dereverberation techniques.

Its performance greatly varies in different tasks. We saw
large gains (up to 14% relative) in tasks where the ASR sys-
tem was trained on simulated data only (VOiCES19; room-
simulated IHM on AMI). Moderate or small gains were shown
in cases where ASR training can be conducted on distant micro-
phone recordings (CHiME5 on the “kinect” data, AMI SDM).
One possible explanation for this fact is that “shoebox”-shaped
room simulation is not very realistic, which was noted in other
papers [13, 35, 36]. We observed an indirect confirmation of
this in our experiments (which goes beyond the scope of this
paper), where we failed to tune the ASR system trained on
room-simulated IHM recordings to match the performance of
the SDM-trained one.

So, while this technique is already useful, we believe that
it can be developed further and has the potential for better per-
formance. Possible future research directions, in our opinion,
are to improve quality of room simulation or to develop a tech-
nique that can work with distant recordings directly (for exam-
ple, iterative clustering of distant recordings with rebuilding of
the extractor, using simulated recordings as a seed). One more
possible direction is to construct manual segmentation to build
the extractor (it seems possible for at least VOiCES corpus be-
cause it contains labels for a room, speaker, microphone, noise
sources positions and directions). It may also be interesting to
extract separate embeddings for noise, or, on the contrary, to
build single multi-task embedding for speaker, room acoustics

and noise. Also, it could be interesting to evaluate the pro-
posed technique on far-field diarization and speaker identifica-
tion tasks.
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